
Shoal 

 

Create your own herring at home and contribute to Knitting the Herring’s collaborative 

Shoal exhibition.  

Fishermen would wear ganseys (knitted jumpers) as part of everyday life and to protect 

them from the harsh elements at sea. Ganseys are known for their intricate patterns which 

reflected knitting trends in different fishing villages.  

To celebrate these patterns, we are creating a gansey Shoal exhibition for 'Knitting the 

Herring’ - Scotland’s National Gansey Project. We are asking 

people from all knitting backgrounds, whether you are starting 

out or an experienced knitter, to be part of a community 

Shoal. 

Shoal will bring gansey lovers, knitters and craft enthusiasts 

together, connecting your creations in a creative style to share 

the unique origin, purpose and heritage of ganseys together.   

 

 

1) If you are looking for a challenge, find the East Neuk herring chart and video tutorial 

created by Sheila Greenwell and Di Gilpin. 

 

2) For knitters who would like to try a gansey pattern within an easier template, find a 

bunting pattern created by Stephanie Hoyle of the Moray Firth Gansey Project 

available on the website. 

 

3) For less experienced knitters or beginners, try your hand at knitting small squares, 

then at the museum we can sew them together to create a net pattern for the shoal. 

 

3)  However, you can be as creative as you like with your fish, you can sew or cross 

stitch a fish or even design and colour in your own paper fish. 

 

4) Please send your completed herring, bunting or other contribution to: 

The Scottish Fisheries Museum, St Ayles, Harbourhead, Anstruther, KY10 3AB, 

and give your fish a “wish” for the future! 

Please remember to include your contact details so that we can acknowledge you as the 

maker. 

5) Your contribution will be part of a collaborative knitting activity and exhibition. Shoal 

will be exhibited online at https://scottishgansey.org.uk/ to showcase the shared 
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passion for Scotland’s National Gansey network. A physical exhibition is planned for 

2021.      

 

6) If you prefer to keep your herring, please submit a photograph for inclusion. 

 

 

 

 


